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What we do and why?
Brentry and Henbury Children’s Centre was set up to provide
high quality early education, affordable childcare and family
support services for families in the Ward of Henbury and
surrounding areas.
Our motivation for this is that as charity we believe in early
intervention and the importance of supporting families to
improve the outcomes for all children. We are an integrated
setting as we see the value of children learning and developing
alongside one another.
We provide a range of services, some of which we class as
Universal services which means that anyone can attend, others
we class as targeted services which means they are aimed at
certain families, and often require a referral to access them. This
range of service offering allows a good balance of services
ensuring that there is always something for everyone. We are
committed to our universal offering whilst openly acknowledging
our focus on families that require greater levels of support.
At the heart of what we do is a genuine respect of and
commitment to listening to the voice of the child and
parents/carers. Our constantly evolving Monitoring and
evaluation cycles is defined by placing these key “voices” at the
heart of what we do.
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What’s the purpose of the Improvement Plan?
BHCC is currently rated as an “Outstanding” Children’s Centre by Ofsted, however we firmly believe that it is important to keep looking for
areas to improve our practice, delivery and the impact of our work. This plan sets out how over the coming year we will use the resources
available to us to improve the outcomes for children and families in Brentry and Henbury.
The plan will act as a living document for all those involved in BHCC to work to. It sets out the areas of Improvement, how we will bring about
these improvements and the likely benefits. Most importantly the plan is SMART. All activities are attributable to someone, have a timescale
and have a way of measuring when the work has been done. The Advisory Board and senior leaders will use the Improvement Plan as a way of
ensuring we are on track to deliver great outcomes. The final element is the review cycle, which will ensure that we do not wait until the end
of the year to find that we have not performed as well as we could have. (See Monitoring and Review Cycle)

Letting people know about the Plan
Now that this plan is finished and is active we plan to make it available to all users and potential users. This will be done through our website,
FACEBOOK page and directly through the Children’s Centres. We want our various stakeholders to be able to hold us to account through what
we have enshrined in this document. We plan to make the results of subsequent reviews of this plan publicly available.
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Our vision and strategic aims
BHCC undertakes a 5 yearly Business planning exercise which culminates in the definition of our Vision, and strategic aims. Last undertaken in the summer
of 2014, the table below encapsulates the 10 goals that were set:

1. Continue to work alongside families to affect positive change in all aspects of children’s learning and development, health, security and safety
for themselves and their children, whilst enjoying the experiences and challenges of being a parent.
2. Prioritise targeted services for the most vulnerable families whilst maintaining quality universal services.
3. To improve the outcomes for families referred under the Eligible 2 Year Old Scheme to ‘narrow the gap’
4. To support the team to access training and personal development and support that enables them to provide for the diverse demands of their
role.
5. To maximise registration and participation rates for our most vulnerable families
6. Working with partners to provide appropriate support to families in need, paying particular attention to those suffering the effects of domestic
violence, drug & alcohol abuse, grandparent carers, families effected by imprisonment, those enduring turbulent family transitions and mental
ill health..
7. Maintain robust and efficient systems to safeguard all of those involved in our work.
8. To prepare children to thrive and to become confident learners who enjoy the challenges and experiences of school
9. To continue to embed the EYFS and ACE whilst offering quality provision.

A bit about us
BHCC is a charity that has been running Children’s Services in North Bristol for over 10 years. We started as a sessional pre-school provider evolving
through the Neighbourhood Nursery Initiative and then being one of the first Children’s Centres in Bristol. Historically we ran 3 Children’s Centre
and more recently have bid for and run a range of services including Think Family, Supporting Families of Offenders (City Wide). However, our heart
has always been for the families of the Henbury Ward. Our independent status and innovative approaches to family work have resulted in us having
an excellent reputation amongst our partners and across the city. This is evidenced by the requests for help and support from Children’s Centres
across the city, region and country. Our reach area is situated at the northern edge of Bristol and comprises 10 LSOA’s including one which ranks
within the 10% most deprived nationally.
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What we’ve achieved in the past year
Communication


eNewlsetters to parents eNewsletters to staff, re-vamped website, facebook, increased texting

Income Generation





reduction of Henbury Court Daycare from 5 days to 4 to help sustainability
Expansion of E2YO places at both sites
Above has resulted in improvements to community resources and accommodation i.e, new build opened Spring 2014
Computer suite gives more efficient parent access to computers and provides a future opening for income generation in delivering
courses?

Partnerships



New partnership with BDP. Working more effectively with LCT to deliver courses
Working with Troubled Families Team to deliver three Evidence Based Parenting Programmes.

Daycare provision






Embedding of the ACE tracking system used in conjunction with SOUL
Encouraging reflective practice through research questions ( ref PLODS)
User engagement; increased registration and participation ( ref data)
Introduction of lead practitioner role linked to increased sustainability
Incorporation of Public Health Outcomes in planning.
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How were our improvement areas chosen for 2015/2016?
Looked at what the data tells us
Each year we receive a data pack from Bristol City Council, providing us a with a range of statistical data on our community and reach area. We
analyse this data looking for trends and identifying areas for us to focus on. This analysis feeds into the annual improvement planning process.

Parent Voice and Voice of child?
Each year – usually in the summer we undertake a Parent Survey. This enables us to get an annual gauge of how parents are feeling about our current
provision. This year, for the first time we adopted an electronic surveying technique (Survey Monkey) alongside our traditional paper-based method.
Initial analysis of responses has shown us that we have reached a wider range of parents and had greater number of responses. This information is fed
into our Improvement Planning exercise. We gain children’s views via Daycare reviews, ACE findings and wider practitioner observations/reflections.
We use Snapshots within our Groups asking Parents to respond to key questions at least twice a year. We use the feedback from these to shape our
services and introduce improvements. Other tools such as SOUL enable Parents and workers to understand the impact of the work. In Parenting
Programmes specific tools are used to measure the work and give Parents a chance to tell us how effective and accessible they feel the services are.
All eligible 2 year olds in our care have family reviews during which Parents have an opportunity to discuss Centre services with us.

SMT and Trustee Strategy Day
In the summer of 2014 the Senior management team and Board of trustees had a joint Strategy Day. The product of this day was the Strategic triangle
shown on Page 4. From this overarching document, the Senior Leadership Team have identified priorities.

Staff Inset Day Staff gave ideas on how the strategic triangle could relate to every day practice in Daycare and Family Support (Inset day record)

to the views of our partner agencies
Interviews
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How will we know we are making a difference?
BHCC will monitor progress against the Improvement Plan every three months. Certain measures will monitored more often and all review dates are
identified in the Improvement Area tables below.
Comparisons will be made between our centres and as a locality, against the county, and where possible against statistical or national averages.
Progress against the plan will also be monitored by the Senior Management Team.
The Improvement Areas cards have been designed to support this, they set out;
-Planned benefits – ‘headline’ results that we want to achieve
-Performance Indicators – ways of measuring progress against set targets
-Improvement Activities – significant tasks or events which support improved performance
As well as our internal monitoring we are also reviewed externally by:
-Bristol City Council – we provide data quarterly to show how things are going. We also have an ‘annual conversation’. This is a detailed look
at our business which highlights what is going well and what should improve.
-Ofsted inspect and regulate services which care for children and young people, and those providing education and skills for learners of all
ages.
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Resources
Brentry and Henbury was been working in this area for over 10 years and has developed a deliberate policy of pursuing a diverse range of
revenue streams. We are proud to have been awarded a number of commissions from Bristol City Council that allow us to work in areas
such as Teenage parents and with Children of Offenders. In addition we have two Specialist leaders of Education working for us. All of this
additional non-core activity allows us to spread our overheads more broadly, which in turn allows us to spend more of the Children’s Centre
budget on service delivery.
Annual allocation for Children’s Centre from Bristol City Council £ 261,642
The following chart identifies approximately how we spend this money:

Split of Family Support work
delivered

696, 44%

610, 38%

1:1 work
Targeted work
Universal work

293, 18%
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Our Structure
The organisation is both a registered charity and a registered Company. As a result we have a Board of Trustees who provide a strong governance
function, including acting as the Advisory board for the Children’s Centre. The Children’s Centre Strategic Lead and Business Manager attend the
monthly Board meetings and the relevant sub-committee meetings providing the link between the governance and the Senior Leadership Team.
Underneath the SLT we have other management teams broken down into Early Education, Family Support and Support services.

Board of
trustees
Senior
Leadership Team
Senior Management Team

In addition to the officers and trustees of the organisation we have a team of volunteers and our highly valued Parents Forum.
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Brentry
Brentry
and Henbury
and Henbury
Children’s
Children’s
Centre
Centre
Improvement
Business Plan 2015/2016

Improvement Area 3
1
Improveeffectiveness
effectivenessofofleadership,
leadership,governance
governance and
and management
management
Improve

Improvement Area Lead: Centre Leader and Debra James
Why is this important?
To enable us to be a highly effective Children’s Centre, delivering in all areas of the core purpose, our services need to work cohesively ensuring good
value for money and a comprehensive and responsive offer tailored to the needs of our community. This will be achieved where strategic, driven,
governance, leadership and management are in place.

Where do we want to be in one year?
Representative and challenging Board of Trustees fully involved in our performance outcomes process
At least 50% of Trustees are Parents/Carers
Management structures adapted to current requirements and self evaluation is integral to monitoring and identifying priorities

How does this include the voice of the child or parent?
Parents as members of Trustees, Chair of Trustees parent service user. Improving the ways in which we listen to the voice of the child and respond by
changing service delivery.
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What will we do this year?
Improvement Activity

Planned Benefit(s)

Review Senior management structure in
consultation with BCC in response to recent
challenges.



Development of leadership by identifying
relevant training through supervision and
appraisal process
Identification of key policies and procedures
to be reviewed with trustees






Greater adherence to cycles of supervision
and appraisal systems

Implementation of 6-monthly review of
appraisal and targets for all staff
Development of an overarching system that
draws together all existing planning and
monitoring and evaluation processes
Develop the Trustee body specifically filling
identified gaps
Lead Trustees identified for key areas












Dates

Lead

Partners

Development of a more
coherent structure enabling
greater accountability and
clarity
Greater capacity built within
our teams

April 2015

Board of
Trustees

CCIO

September 2015

SMT

HR advisor,
BCC

Clear protocols in place in
relation to staff such as
personnel issues.
Policies such as Safeguarding
effective and robust
Improved staff morale and job
satisfaction, this will result in
more effective practice e.g.
safeguarding
higher levels of motivation
Increased support to staff,
identification of training needs
Realisation of cohesive and
effective management and
improved lines of
accountability.
More effective Governance.
Increased Parent voice.
Increased accountability of

July 2015

SMT

HR

April 2015

Trustees/S
MT and
other leads

September 2015

SMT

-

September 2015

Centre
Leader

-

September 2015

BoT

VOSCUR

June 2015

DJ
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officers of the organisation
Develop and implement a comprehensive
Trustee training plan in order that all trustees
will have an increased knowledge and
understanding of their responsibilities and key
areas of provision.
Review Family Support Management and roles
of team members such that most effective use
can be made of staff resources.



Leaders encouraged and given capacity to
mentor professionals from other settings in
order to disseminate out good practice and
develop confidence



All leaders to have 1 day Learning and
Development devoted to visits to appropriate
centres or similar



Greater priority given to Management
meetings such that SLT and SMT meet
minimum of fortnightly and weekly
respectively, periodically attended by trustees.
More comprehensive centre Leader reports to
trustees including items such as Safeguarding.












Well informed challenge
results in more effective
governance.
Improved Safeguarding
knowledge
Clearer lines of accountability
in team.
Team leaders roles defined as
a clear progression and
identified as taking greater
levels of responsibility.

June 2015

RE

Training
provider TBC

April 2015

RT

-

Growth and personal
development of our managers
leads to greater innovation
and creativity in new
initiatives.
Professional learning and
development and raising the
potential for gathering best
practice from other settings.
Improved communication
Greater knowledge and
understanding of services
across the Centre
Building management capacity
Clear decision making process
Improved consultation with

December 2015

Centre
Leader

TBC

September 2015

SLT

-

March 2015

SLT/SMT
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trustees
Improved monitoring and
evaluation
Improved Safeguarding
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How will we know what difference we have made?
Indicator

Baseline

Target

Review date

Findings of SLT/SMT appraisals

-

March 2015

Number of leaders undergoing CPD training

0 leaders undergoing
leadership training
Policies and Procedures in
place
70% of staff receive regular
appraisals and supervision
-

Positive feedback on the impact of the
change in the management structure
1 Leader undergoing Post- Graduate
training
All documentation reviewed
100% of staff receive regular appraisals
and supervision
Greater monitoring of staff’s training
needs and professional development
Monitoring and Evaluation framework
produced, used for reporting to
trustees and to shape services.
10 Trustees with diverse skills including
specific HR professional
6 named Trustees with specific
accountabilities
All new Trustees

February 2015

Clear line management and
accountability of Family Support team

February 2015

4 mentoring arrangements formalised

July 2015

1 new practice embedded per leader
and learning incorporated into an in
service day.

June 2015

Clear process for systematic review of policies in
partnership with trustees.
Appraisals and supervision completed for all staff
Timetable of 6 monthly reviews completed
Strategic view of Monitoring and Evaluation
shared with all staff
Board of Trustee make up
Defined roles for Trustees
Improved level of challenge and support from
Trustees
Lines of accountability and areas of responsibility
fully understood by all of FS team

Increase in mentoring involvement with partners
Increase in ideas and changes in practice
imported

Monitoring and Evaluation
happening but not drawn
together coherently
8 Trustees
3 Named Trustees with
specific accountabilities
Induction pack available, but
limited training
Shared responsibilities for FS
resulting in a less than
coherent Family Support
service
3 Staff in informal mentoring
relationships
Limited number of ideas
coming from outside of
organisation

May 2015
May 2015

May 2015
May 2015

May 2015
April 2015
April 2015
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Management meetings are held consistently and
wider management representation at Trustees is
in place. Written reporting to Trustees is done
prior to meetings. Safeguarding and Monitoring
and Evaluation become standing agenda items at
all Trustee meetings.

Inconsistent SMT meetings,
irregular reporting to
Trustees and absence of
Safeguarding and M&E at
Trustees.

SLT meetings weekly
SMT meeting fortnightly
Trustee meeting more structured and
informative
Trustee attends a SLT meeting quarterly
Wider management representation at
Trustees once/quarter.

March 2015
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Brentry and Henbury Children’s Centre Improvement Plan 2015/2016

Improvement Area 2
Improve access to services especially for those in Priority Groups

Improvement Area Lead: Kerri Matthews
Why is it important?
To enable us to support the needs of families in our community we first need to make our services more accessible and appealing to priority
groups. Whilst we have high registration rates there will still be some families that will not be aware of what we can offer.

Where do we want to be in one year?
Improved sustained contact with Priority groups; Sustained contact =Five contacts in twelve months
Universal registration rate of 90%
Priority group registration of 80%

How does this include the voice of the child or parent?
Service development and refinement will continue to be based on the best data and information available including use of annual parent
questionnaire and ongoing satisfaction feedback Develop ways of capturing the voice of the child effectively in Family Support services.
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What will we do this year?
Improvement Activity

Planned Benefit(s)

Dates

Lead

Partners

Refine further the live birth mail out
process. Ensure there is a staff member
with responsibility to follow up initial
contacts effectively.



All families will know about March 2015
our services

SL

BCC-EY/Health

Insert 1 article in community
newsletter per quarter in addition to
existing standard page.



August 2015
Dissemination of best
practice re. Child
development/parenting
Promotion of services.
Ongoing events publicised. June 2015
Parents who have landed
on website are encouraged
to make contact and
register.

SL

Brentry and Henbury
Community Council

YF

-

Increase relevance of website content
by in house co-ordinator e-mailing
SMT/SLT monthly to request updates
improving the quality of the
information provided.





Standardise branding across all written
literature by allocating admin time to
re-designing all documentation.
Use SLE/Lead teacher to strengthen
links with PVI’s, feeder schools and
childminders to enable identification of
priority families



Identification of the BHCC
brand developing trust

September 2015

DJ



July 2015

RMc

PVI daycare
Childminders

Increase and strengthen knowledge of
complimentary and specialist services
by dedicated staff gathering
information and disseminating to team.



Families identified earlier
through outreach
Increased registrations
Increased participation
rates
Improved outcomes for
families

May 2015

SG

-
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Start use of Pop up events in less
deprived LSOA’s



Increased registrations and
awareness of services

Deploy 1 member of BHCC staff at W-oT clinic



Deliver Volunteer programme



March 2015
Increased registrations,
promote services,
increased early
intervention.
Increase opportunities for September 2015
Parents to progress
Parental involvement
Increase access by
developing Parent Mentors
who can connect with new
service users.
Build capacity in Group
delivery
April 2015
Better transitions for
children increasing school
readiness





Re-start the Early Years Network



August 2015

KM

PVI’s, Health Centre,
Schools

SP

Health Visitors

KM/SM

?Training Provider

R Mc

3 local primary schools
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How will we know what difference we have made?
Indicator

Baseline

Target

Review Date

% of children registered

84.9%

90%

Improved level of information disseminated through
Community Newsletter

CC Activity timetable in community
newsletter

No. of PVI, school and childminder partners completing Short
registration forms on behalf of CC
Availability of up to date information on complimentary
services and identified staff as links
No. of services accessed by people from Priority groups

0

CC Activity timetable in Community
Newsletter accompanied by
informative article
10

June, Sept, Dec,
Mar
Termly

Patchy and out of date information
available
41

Up to date information available.
Service links identified.
45

Termly

No. of people from Priority groups benefiting from our
services
% registered of children living in the 20% most deprived
LSOA’s nationally
Number of Parents/Carers seen from within reach

584 in 2014

600

Termly

553/586 = 94%

96%

Monthly

548 in 12 months

600

Number of Pop up events

0

3

June, Sept, Dec,
Mar
Annual

Quality of Website

Basic information

% of children registered in the W-O-T LSOA

Canford Park LSOA 33.8%
Canford Lane 70.8%
Henbury Hill 55.7%
6 informal volunteers

Fully informative with increased
number of hits
80%
80%
80%
15 trained volunteers
Improved access for Parents to
training and work
Groups more sustainable

Volunteer Programme

Termly

Termly

Monthly
June, Sept, Dec,
Mar
Termly

21

Number of Year R /Year N teachers attending the Early Years
Network

0

7

Termly
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Brentry and Henbury Children’s Centre Improvement Plan 2015/2016

Improvement Area 3
Improve quality and impact of practice and services

Improvement Area Lead: Roxane Twining
Why is this important?
We have realised over the years that there is no point having groups that are full if there is no meaningful outcome of the work. We therefore pride
ourselves on the provision of high quality services that are outcomes focussed. In particular we focus on improving parenting skills, child development,
promoting school readiness and tackling health inequalities.

Where do we want to be in one year?
Parents Forum input formalised in Governance structure
Reliance on

How does this include the voice of the child or parent?
Partnerships with parents are at the heart of what we do. We invest time to come alongside parents as we find that this gives us the best results. This
approach starts with our governance structures. We have a defined policy of always having at least 50% of our Advisory Board made up of parents.

Finding ways of analysing and feeding the voice of the child into planning, and monitoring and evaluation. In Family Support services developing greater
understanding of enabling parents to listen to the Child’s Voice and then responding in tune with them.
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What will we do this year?
Improvement Activity

Planned Benefit(s)

Improved links with Children’s Centre core purpose
to drive the effective spend of training budget,
based on appraisals and Improvement plan areas
and SEF.
Increase frequency of Observations with clear focus
as prioritised by Management Team and/ or as
identified by Practitioner in self evaluation.
Development of reciprocal Quality Assurance
arrangements with suitable partners.



Embedding newly adopted file audit system in
Family Support









Greater analysis of ACE tracking data and
subsequent alterations to provision
Review of Outcomes measuring tool – SOUL. Look at
whether this gives a range of rich and relevant
outcomes and assess the usefulness of this tool with
a view to making a judgement about future use.



Increase the use of a variety of outcomes measuring
tools







Dates

Lead

Partners

Highly trained and experienced staff
working in all areas reflecting their
individual needs and the priorities of the
Centre and Families.
Quality and consistency and
effectiveness of all Centre provision
assured
Improved objectivity in observations
Enhanced opportunities for practice
development
More accurate recording with easily
identifiable outcomes and increased
worker effectiveness monitoring
More effective work with impact clearly
evidenced.
Improved outcomes for children not
achieving GLD.
Demonstration of impact of CC services
on more families

June 2015

DJ

-

June 2015

HM/VB/CS
KM/SL/SG

CCIO

September 2015

RT/KM

TBC

April 2015

KM

-

August 2015

RMc

-

August 2015

DJ/KM

-

Greater awareness of relative
effectiveness of services
Greater depth of feedback re impact

August 2015

KM

-
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How will we know what difference we have made?
Indicator

Baseline

Target

Review Date

EYFS GLD scores for 3 local
schools
ACE

Blaise 51.8%, Brentry 49.8%, Henbury Court 49.8%

Seek target info from schools
RMc
SC&SC target 55%

May 2015

TBC

TBC

% of closing summaries showing
positive improvement in
outcomes
No of target parents completing
EBPP
% of children from deprived
postcodes achieving GLD
No of parents completing back
to work activity
% of sustained breastfeeding
rates
% SATOD

Funded 2 year olds meeting FSM criteria
CLL 58.3%
SC&SC44.2% PD68.2% A&E63.7% EWB58.4%
Awaiting current analysis - JC

17
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Blaise 51%, Brentry 45%, Henbury Court 52%
20 in 2014

Seek target info from schools
R Mc
40

50.0%

55%

19.4% (Bristol average 11.3%)

18%

No. of children on CP plans

54

50

No. of people undertaking an
EBPP

102

120
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Brentry and Henbury Children’s Centre Improvement Plan 2015/2016

Improvement Area 4
Joined up and effective partnership work

Priority Lead: Kerri Matthews and Haley Mogg
Why is it important?
Working in Partnership with other agencies is a vital part of delivering high quality services and making cost effective use of resources. To respond to
the needs of our community we must ensure that we can deliver a wide range of services from our Centre. Our Partners help us to build a more
informed picture and profile of the needs of our community. Partnership with Parents is a core value at our Centre and crucial in achieving improved
outcomes for children.

Where do we want to be in one year?
Increased Partnership working to meet the needs of our priority families.
Partners providing or co-facilitating services from the Children Centre
Awareness of all services and resources in the locality which families can be signposted to.

Parent’s Forum an integrated part of our partnerships in the Centre with a more pro-active role in shaping services.

How does this include the voice of the child or parent?
Listening and responding to parents needs within survey’s, community Support referrals, support plans and regular reviews we understand that
families need the expertise of other agencies. The voice of child is reflected upon observations and tracking of their well-being and development
26

What will we do this year?
Improvement Activity

Planned Benefit(s)

Formalise our systems for evaluating
interventions delivered with/ by Partners.
Improve system for Partners providing data on
Parents/families accessing support at Centre






Review priorities and highlight building new
Partnerships accordingly by reviewing data and
interviewing Partners on a rolling cycle.





Work with JCP in partnership with neighbouring
centres to increase two-way communication



Strengthen our relationship with local Schools
and working to enrich partnerships including
senior school.
More astute identification and brokerage of
training, employability and back to work
services
Working with partners to ensure the delivery
and evaluation of a wide range of EBPP’s










Develop strategies to ensure partner agency
relationships continue to flourish
Develop Parent’s Forum re-establishing
structure with member of staff allocated to
take the lead






Improved Quality Assurance
Ensure service reaches priority and target families
More accurate data re engagement and participation rates.
Increased detailed data informs future decision making re
services.
Wider menu of services for priority groups
More cost effective use of resources
Services meet needs of target groups and increase participation
of these families
Increased opportunities for Parents to engage in progression
activities.
Decrease in workless households
Improved transition for families from the Children Centre to
school.
Greater multi-agency working, resulting in better family
support to Parents and continuity of service.
Improved offer to Parents/Carers re. this agenda
Decrease in workless households
More target Parents access work
Appropriate and convenient EBPP’s available to target local
families
Evidence demonstrates impact of EBPP on outcomes for Parent
and Children
Joint working results in coherent service to families and reduces
duplication, ensuring best use of resources
Increased attendance of Parents
More diverse membership
Parents taking specific roles provides valuable volunteering

Dates

Lead

April 2015

KM
HM
KM
DJ

April 2015

Partners

-

Sept 2015

KM

-

June 2015

KM

July 2015

Centre
Leader, RMc,
KM

JCP,
neighbouring
CC’s
Schools

September
2015

RT/KM

JCP

September
2015

SG

TBC

January
2016
Feb 2015

KM

All partners

KM/JW

Parents
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Deliver targeted training to PVI’s and
childminders through North Network

Work alongside Children’s Centres in North
Bristol to increase engagement with
childminders








experience
Parents Voice being heard more in shaping of services
Increased fundraising
Increased social and community events.
Improve joint working
Provide higher quality provision to families
Practice development improves outcomes for children



Improve childminder practice

April 2015

R Mc

May 2015

R Mc

Children’s
Centres PVI’s
Childminders
SLE’s
Childminders
and Children’s
Centres

How will we know what difference we have made?
Indicator

Baseline

Target

Review Date

Partner agency focus group and/or
partner interviews
No. of Partner agreements in place

Not currently in place

Embedded as an annual event

February 2015

0

5

March 2015

Unemployment rates

31% economically inactive

30%

March 2015

No. of fruitful relationships with schools
in the reach (4)
Lower income households

1

4

May 2015

31.8%

TBC

July 2015

No. of parents accessing training and
employability services at centre
No. of parent/carers accessing EBPP/year

2014 - ???

2014 ++ TBC

July 2015

17

40

May 2015
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No of partners delivering from our
Centres
Feedback from partners

25

25

June 2015

Partial feedback

All partners return positive feedback about joint work

March 2015

Parent’s Forum

Informal grouping of Parents with a
staff member

March 2015

Numbers of Practitioners attending
training
Number of local Childminders attending
Childminder Hub/or local group

TBC

Parent’s Forum meeting monthly with formal agenda and clear
outcomes with staff member feeding back to management
team
TBC

0

4

March 2015

March 2015
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Brentry and Henbury Children’s Centre Improvement Plan 2015/2016

Improvement Area 5
Development of Healthy Life-styles and improved emotional well–being for families

Improvement Area Lead: Kerri Matthews and Roxane Twining
Why is it important?
We are increasingly aware of the importance of addressing the health needs of families such that this then has an impact on the development of
young children and therefore improves their outcomes. This agenda is central to the core purpose and an indication of the emphasis we put on this is
evidenced by our services being mapped and evaluated against Early Years Public Health Outcomes. The SEF Data Appendix gives us guidance on
where to target our services in relation to local health priorities and our excellent relationship with health colleagues enables us to constantly review

and develop our services.

Where do we want to be in one year?
Improved statistical data evidencing the impact of our work on health outcomes for families in our reach.
A greater depth and breadth to our evidence demonstrating the impact of Children’s Centre services on family health.

How does this include the voice of the child or parent?
Parent feedback regularly sought regarding specific services e.g. SOUL and other tools and input from Parents via Parent’s Forum and Trustees.
The voice of the child heard through ACE and EYFS data and used to inform and assess effectiveness of service.
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What will we do this year?
Improvement
Activity
Offer targeted
support inconjunction with an
outside agency for
families who are
impacted by mental
health
Family Support Lead
to cascade recent
learning to the staff
team in respect of
Mental Health
issues and identify
further training
opportunities.
Analyse ACE termly
data re Emotional
well-being of
children to hear
Voice of the child
To resume the
counselling service
on the return of the
appropriately

Planned Benefit(s)













Dates

Lead

Partners

May 2015
Provide support for a targeted group
identified by BHCC.
Improved emotional well-being of
Parents/Carers has an impact on outcomes
for children and improves Safeguarding of
vulnerable children and adults.

KM

Lightbox

Increase knowledge of the staff team in
respect of mental health issues
Increase effective identification of Mental
Health issues and relevant signposting

April 2015

KM

Staff create emotionally rich environment
Staff have greater knowledge of emotional
well-being of children
Clearer understanding of the needs of
target children
Specialist support for target parents.
Increased access to counselling in this
locality.
Increased participation of vulnerable

Aug 2015

RM

Sept 2015

KM/LP
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trained staff
member
Deliver Antenatal
Nurturing Parenting
programme

Baby friendly
initiative to be
further imbedded
by Birth to Three
leaders cascading
training to whole
staff team regarding
breastfeeding.
Delivery of baby
friendly initiative
training to all PVI’s
in our reach area.
Extend
breastfeeding
services by
providing specialist
support at Henbury
Court Clinic.
Provision of 1:1
support for those
who find group
support difficult

families.











Early intervention to target families
resulting in improved baby and parent
attachment, health, development and
emotional well-being.
Develop EBPP menu
Increased understanding for frontline staff
who support parents with infant feeding.
Increased sustained levels of
breastfeeding in our reach area.
Support around feeding issues regarding
increased attachment.
Increased knowledge and skills of staff
within settings in our reach and therefore
increased access of services for families.

Increased access to Breastfeeding support.
Offer tailored package of support
increasing access by target Parents
 Increased Breastfeeding initialisation and
sustainment figures.

Sept 2015

SG

Sept 2015

BM and SE

March 2015

SP and SG

Health Visitors,
Breastfeeding PEER
support and
midwives
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Promote exercise
and good eating
habits by
developing the
Community Garden
play space, growing
veg. Forest Schools
with Parents,
Cooking Club
EYFS- Rosie
Place emphasis on
Quit smoking
antenatally
including Quit
Smoking worker
attending Antenatal
sessions





In partnership
sustain a targeted
group and / or
specialist 1:1
support for families
who are impacted
by substance
misuse.
Develop use of our
“Did you know?”
initiative with a
specific member of














Reduce child obesity
Increase opportunities for volunteering
Encourage a culture of outside play in
families
Improve emotional well-being by use of
outdoor activities

March 2015

KM/RMc/SE/HM

Reduced number of mother’s smoking at
time of delivery
Offer tailored package of support

April 2015

RL

Midwifery team

Improve knowledge and understanding in
families
Increase levels of support available locally

April 2015

KM

BDP
DHI Developing
Health and
Independence

Increased Parent/Carer involvement
Increased Parent/Carer knowledge of a
range of family relevant information
Increased Parental confidence to achieve

March 2015

SLT/SMT identify staff
member
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the team
Co-ordinating this.
Staff linking with
Parent’s Forum.
Creating diary for
the year around
public health
outcomes
Use Social Care data
to maximise
accessibility of
families to Children
Centre Services by
having frequent
contact with social
care colleagues.








beneficial changes at home
Effective use of staff time by having coordinated approach.
Consistent information and messages
across Centre services have greater impact
Maximise learning

March 2015

SE/DH/BM/SL

Reduced numbers of families on CP plans.
Maintaining close links with Social Care
results in improved Safeguarding

May 2015

SL

CYPS
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How will we know what difference we have made?
Indicator

Baseline

Target

Review Date

No. of parents/carers registered at local
GP’s presenting with Mental Health
issues
No. of parents/cares who accessed
support ante-natally
Breastfeeding

Pending discussions with Local GP
practice

TBC

May 2015

57 in one Year

120 in one Year

May 2015

Breastfeeding initiation rates 79.1%
Sustained Breastfeeding rates 50.0%
21.1% of children are overweight and
very overweight in BHCC area
28.2% of residents believe Drugs are an
in issue in the area
1.93 CP flagged rate per 1000 of
reported DV incidences
44.3 per 1000 0-4 children have some
kind of Social Care involvement

Breastfeeding initiation rates 87%
Sustained breastfeeding rates 59.2%
19.5% of children are overweight and very overweight in
BHCC area
26.5% % of residents believe Drugs are an in issue in the
area
1.52 CP flagged rate per 1000 of reported DV incidences

April 2015

34.6 per 1000 0-4 children have some kind of Social Care
involvement

April 2015

Obesity levels of children in Year R
Substance Abuse
Domestic Abuse
Social Care Involvement

April 2015
April 2015
April 2015
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